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FLOOR BOXING RING
This is a great floor mounted boxing ring supplied with the
following, 4 x Ø24mm ropes around the outside supplied in 
three standard colours red white and blue, 4 x corner pads 
supplied complete with adjustable fastening straps, colours 
supplied 2 x white 1 x red 1 x blue, M10 rope tensioners for 
every rope in every corner of the ring, heavy duty canvas to 
fit the ring which is a standard colour of blue and is fitted with 
brass eyelets, bungee cord, high quality 15mm thick, durable 
shock absorbing underlay foam is used to eliminate noise,
prevent injury and to protect the canvas, the blue, red and 
white colour coded framework simplifies assembly and using a 
2 man team a boxing ring can be assembled in approximately 
20 to 30 minutes. This ring needs no tools or equipment to
assemble as it has no fixings, it can be easily stored when
dismantled taking up minimal space. The material for the main 
frame is heavy gauge steel 3 to 5mm wall thickness. Steel sizes 
are 60 x 60 x 3mm. Bag hanger and speed ball attachments 
available at extra cost

BOX1001*  12’ ring (10’ inside)   £1,701.94 each

BOX1002*  14’ ring (12’ inside)   £1,907.11 each

BOX1003*  16’ ring (14’ inside)   £2,058.28 each

BOXING  •  RINGS & PLATFORMS
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BOXING PLATFORMS
This is a great boxing platform supplied with the following, 4 x 
Ø24mm ropes around the outside supplied in three standard 
colours red white and blue, 4 x corner pads are supplied
complete with adjustable fastening straps in three standard 
colours 2 x white 1 x red 1 x blue, M10 rope tensioners are 
supplied for every rope in every corner of the ring, heavy duty 
canvas is supplied to fit the ring in a standard colour of blue and 
is fitted with brass eyelets, bungee cord is also supplied, high 
quality 15mm thick, durable shock absorbing underlay foam 
is used to eliminate noise, prevent injury and to protect the 
canvas, 18mm plywood boards create a solid platform to work 
on, blue ring skirts are supplied with bungee cord and hooks for 
attaching to ring, blue, red and white colour coded framework 
simplifies assembly and using a 2 man team a boxing ring can 
be assembled in approximately 45 minutes. A standard training 
ring uses an 18” platform.  This ring needs no tools or
equipment to assemble as it has no fixings. The material for the 
main frame is heavy gauge steel 3 to 5mm wall thickness

BOX1005*  14’ ring (12’ inside)   £2,540.04 each

BOX1006*  16’ ring (14’ inside)   £3,437.11 each

BOX1007*  20’ ring (18’ inside)   £4,364.09 each
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BOXING  •  FRAMES & BRACKETS

SPEEDBALL PLATFORM INCLUDING BAG
BOX1011  £249.83 each
Ultra club pro adjustable platform, with a 600mm x 25mm MDF board with a beech finish to both 
sides. Fully commercial which makes it ideal for home or club/gym use. To adjust the height of the 
board just rotate the hand wheels. Includes ball, swivel, fixings and 6mm steel wall plate

SPEEDBALL
BOX1066  £24.20 each
Ultimate speedball for use with speedball platform or Ultimate 4 station boxing frame

FIXED PUNCH BAG BRACKET
For use with straight bags up to 30kg, black epoxy powder coated, comes 
complete with all wall fixings and instructions. Must be fitted to solid wall

BOX1068 2’ bracket   £34.58 each
BOX1069 3’ bracket   £38.03 each
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ULTIMATE 4 STATION BOXING FRAME
BOX1008*  £660.34 each
This frame can be used by 4 people simultaneously and is a self contained free 
standing unit ideal for fitness studios with no floor fixings required. Manufactured 
from heavy duty 100 x 100 box section construction which is epoxy powder coated 
for extreme durability and quality. No bags included
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3’ CLUB PRO FOLDING PUNCH BAG BRACKET
BOX1010  £62.26 each
Constructed from 50 x 50 box section this bracket is made to last, a great feature is the 
removable eye bolt end, when hanging a heavy bag you inevitability get some wear this 
is now easily replaceable. Folds flat and tidy against the wall great space saver. Must be 
fitted to a solid stone or brick wall. Maximum 80kg bag. Epoxy powder coated for indoor 
or outdoor use. Comes complete with all instructions and fixings
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BOXING  •  PUNCH BAGS
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SWIVEL ATTACHMENT
BOX1021  £17.27 each
Stainless steel swivel rated to 6 ton, ideal to prolong the life of 
any bag with bag straps, ideal for PU bag range
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STRAIGHT PUNCH BAGS
Straight PU punch bag, complete with 4 hanging straps and heavy duty 
welded D rings, made from an extremely strong and durable nylon backed 
polyurethane (PU) material, ideal for home and commercial use

BOX1012 3’ (26kg) bag   £38.03 each
BOX1013 4’ (28kg) bag   £41.50 each
BOX1014 5’ (30kg) bag   £44.96 each

ANGLED PUNCH BAG
BOX1016  £55.34 each
4’ (35kg) PU angled bag ideal for upper cut practice, complete with 6 hanging 
straps and heavy duty welded D rings, made from an extremely strong and 
durable nylon backed polyurethane (PU) material

BODY PUNCH BAG
BOX1017  £72.65 each
4’ (35kg) PU body bag designed for perfecting body punches, complete with 
6 hanging straps and heavy duty welded D rings, made from an extremely 
strong and durable nylon backed polyurethane (PU) material
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LEATHER DADDY PUNCH BAG
BOX1067  £176.07 each
5’ leather daddy bag, a heavier bag intended for heavy hitters, designed and made 
to absorb shock. Constructed with high quality split leather. Comes complete with 
a heavy duty 6 chain swivel hanging set
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